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Abstract
The attacks on World Trade Centre (WTC) and Pentagon on 11 September which killed around 3000 civilians and caused material loss of more than hundred billion dollars was simply tragic. The attacks brought about not only a “seismic shift in international relations” but also forced Pakistan to change its policy towards the Taliban regime and emerged as Front Line state in War against terrorism. The event of 9/11 brought the war-torn Afghanistan to the lime light of global politics. The US authorities were adamant to bring to justice the perpetrators of the heinous crime. In its ‘crusade’ against the mastermind of the terrorist attacks, the US President George W. Bush asked the world community that there couldn’t be any neutral in the war against terrorism. Pakistan, due to its geographical location and its ‘special relations’ with the Taliban became the focus of US strategy to isolate al-Qaeda and Taliban in Afghanistan. The world in general and Pakistan in particular was given a choice by US authorities, “either to be with us or against us” in its fight against the Global War on Terror (GOWT). After Taliban and al-Qaeda rout in Afghanistan in the wake of US-led operation, most of them fled to Pakistan’s Tribal Area. In the wake of 9/11 and the subsequent US-led Operation Endurance Freedom by the US led coalition against the Taliban regime, FATA was catapulted to the center stage of world politics. In addition to its physical proximity to Afghanistan, social and ethnic bonds, the faulty legal system of the area rendered it to be the meeting-point of the fleeing Taliban and the al-Qaeda. Since 2002 Pakistan launched many military operations against the Taliban, al-Qaeda and other foreign elements in the Tribal Areas of Pakistan with many peace deals but peace remained elusive. This paper will look into the problem that how the status of Federally Administered Tribal Area (FATA) is responsible for the resurgence of Taliban and deterioration of Pak-Afghan relations particularly after the event of 9/11.
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Introduction
Like the Durand Line (drawn in 1893), \(^1\) Federally Administered Tribal Areas (FATA) \(^2\) is also a symbol of British colonialism. Pakistan claiming to be the successor of British India retained it so far with only cosmetic changes in its status. When British brought Tribal Area in their sphere of influence, the Afghan Amir, Abdur Rahman had warned that the people of this area would cause trouble in the region if they were taken out of his control. However, the British disregarded his opinion and established FATA.

Britain created FATA for its own reasons to contain the Tsarist Russia \(^3\) and afterwards Soviet Union. FATA was used by the British as a “buffer to the buffer (Afghanistan)”. \(^4\) It has an area of 10,500 sq miles (27,220 sq km) sharing about 300 miles of the Durand Line border with Afghanistan. \(^5\) The officially estimated population of FATA is 3.5 million out of total 170 million population of Pakistan. Administratively, the Tribal Area consists of seven agencies and six Frontier Regions (FRs). \(^6\) It is being run through a special set of Regulations known as Frontier Crimes Regulation (FCR). The governor of Khyber-Pakhtunkhwa exercises authority on behalf of Pakistan’s President. The president exercises discretionary powers in 1973 Constitution to make regulations with regard to FATA. \(^7\)

As a result of the partition of the Indo-Pak sub-continent in August 1947, majority of the Tribal Maliks (elders) joined Pakistan. However, to the disappointment and detriment of the tribal, they were kept in thralldom by successive Pakistani governments under the dreaded British-made Frontier Crimes Regulation (FCR), since its promulgation in 1872 though with slight amendments in 1878, 1901 and in 2012. \(^8\)

FCR: Root cause of the Problem
FCR is in contradiction with Pakistan’s 1973 Constitution. According to Article 8 of the Constitution which guarantees fundamental rights to all the citizens of Pakistan are denied by the FCR. Under FCR an accused person has no right to the higher judiciary of the country. This cruel law has been vociferously criticized by the human rights watchdogs and activists. Nonetheless, Pakistan continued with this federally controlled dispensation under the pretext of calling it in line with the customs and traditions of the Pakhtuns living in the area. This is however, ironical that if FCR is compatible with the traditions of tribesmen then it must be in line with the conducts of all Pakhtuns, because
all Pakhtuns are bound up by the same code of life known as Pakhtunwali.

FCR has heavily told upon the educational, economic, political and legal conditions of denizen of FATA. A big slice of the developmental funds are misappropriated by the political administration. The awfully low percentage of education can be understood from the male and female literacy rate which is hardly 17 and 3 percent as compared to the national average of 40 and 32 percent respectively. The non-existence of the state-of-the-art health facilities also constitutes one of the big problems of the tribesmen. Around 66 percent people live below the poverty line. Such deprivations make a section of the tribal people vulnerable to extremism. Under the FCE the Political Agent and his administration enjoy vast judicial power making them the true replica of the dictum that absolute power corrupts absolutely. Which in turn make the people alienated and they indulge in unhealthy activities.

**Pakistan’s Military Operations in FATA and Pak-Afghan Relations**

US blamed Al-Qaeda and Taliban for the tragic event of 9/11. USA demanded unconditional surrender of Osama bin Laden who was based in Taliban Afghanistan. The administration warned the whole world either they are with the US or not. Pakistan being part of the world community also sided with the US in its Global War on Terror (GWOT). Within a short span of time the stubborn Taliban were thrown out of power. The remnants of the Taliban melted into the neighboring Pakhtun populated areas, particularly FATA.

In 2002 Pakistan launched military operations against the Taliban, al-Qaeda and other foreign elements in the Tribal Areas of Pakistan. Again Pakistan launched a military operation in South Waziristan on 16 March 2004; the operations resulted in the death of about 160 civilian and military men including some foreign combatants. The operation ended on the abortive Shakai Agreement with militant commander Nek Muhammad. Similarly Pakistan started operations one after the other in the tribal areas with peace remained elusive leading to signing of similar agreements. On September 5, 2006, Pakistan signed another agreement with seven Pakistani Taliban leaders in North Waziristan. The Agreement provided that attacks on Afghan, Pakistani and US forces would come to an end. In return the army would withdraw its garrisons and checkpoints, release all
prisoners, return captured vehicles and equipment and would compensate those tribesmen who had suffered losses. However, the Agreements produced exactly the reverse results. The agreement further exacerbated the situation for the US and Afghan forces as attacks against them were intensified. The Afghan government “criticized…the agreement…malicious and dubious in nature.”\(^\text{15}\) US and its allies had been critical of Pakistan’s accords with militants/Taliban and seen them as “unworkable instrument of persuasion.”\(^\text{16}\) Their criticism originates from the fact that rather than restraining the Taliban these accords further empowered them.

Hafiz Gul Bahader\(^\text{17}\) and Maulana Sadiq Noor\(^\text{18}\) led-Taliban totally disregarded the main provisions of the Accord which barred them from entering Afghanistan for fighting against Afghan and US-led coalition forces and setting up parallel administration. After signing the Agreement the Taliban started using the Alizia Pass in Kurrum Agency. The Taliban signed the Agreement not because they were defeated but because they were over-engaged in Afghanistan.\(^\text{19}\) Soon after the Pakistan and Taliban Agreement US and ISAF officials claimed that there was a marked increase from across the border.\(^\text{20}\)

A sort of propaganda was carried out from FATA was also used by Al-Qaeda and Taliban for “producing dozens of high-quality video and audio tapes…and offering them a public forum for speaking out.” “FATA became a multilayered terrorist cake.”\(^\text{21}\) It was alleged that Pakistan wanted to create a ‘Talibanized belt’ to keep pressure on any pro-India regime in Afghanistan and to keep US and allies troops dependent on Pakistani goodwill. In June 2002 a US official told Ahmed Rashid, an authority on Afghanistan, about the presence of about 35,000 al-Qaeda and Taliban fighters on Pakistani soil it turned a blind eye toward them.\(^\text{22}\) A former air force general and head of the CIA, Michael Hayden also corroborated that “...Today virtually every major terrorist threat that my agency is aware of has threads way back to [Pakistan’s] tribal area.”\(^\text{23}\) FATA has been used to train operatives to carry out operations even outside South Asia.\(^\text{24}\)

Afghan as well as US, NATO and UN officials in their interviews in Afghanistan from 2004, 2005, 2006, revealed that “the Taliban, Hizb-i-Islami of Gulbadin Hekmatyar, al-Qaeda and other insurgent groups used Tribal Area as a sanctuary with ISI “…to provide assistance to Afghan insurgent groups.”\(^\text{25}\) This was also confirmed by a member of the Afghan Parliament (\textit{Wolesi Jirga}), Ms. Shenkai Karrokhail.\(^\text{26}\) According to Rubin, an expert...
on Afghanistan “there certainly is, in Pakistan, obvious infrastructure of support for the insurgency…which includes madrassas, training camps, recruitment, videos and digital video disk [ DVDs] that are sold openly and so on.”27 Despite Pakistan’s President Musharraf’s repeated pronouncements to reassure the world of Pakistan’s radical policy change with regard to Islamists and Jihadi however, the Musharraf government tolerated Taliban’s presence under the hope that they would be used to retain Pakistan’s influence in Afghanistan.28 According the “Afghan War Dairy” leaked by WikiLeaks on 25 July 2010, which contained 92000 reports from January 2004 to December 2009 revealed that Pakistan’s military and ISI supported the Taliban.  

**Suggestion for Fencing and Mining the Durand Line by Pakistan**

In order to stop allegation against Pakistan’s support for Taliban it called for the fencing and mining of the Durand Line between the two countries to address the issue of cross border terrorism. Pakistan’s interior minister, Aftab Ahmed Khan Sherpao, has said that “Islamabad is considering fencing the Durand Line and planting landmines on its side of the Pakistan-Afghanistan border to stop infiltration of people and contraband”. He further told that:

“There is no writ of the government in some provinces of Afghanistan bordering Pakistan. And instead of tackling the situation, the Afghan government is falsely accusing Pakistan of cross-border infiltration to hide its own weaknesses.”  

In September 2005 in order to show Pakistan sincerity in the war against terror President Musharraf suggested US Secretary of State Condoleezza Rice for fencing and mining the Durand Line.32 It was again pointed out during a meeting with US Central Command Chief (Centcom), General John P. Abizaid, that Afghanistan need to take steps to strengthen security on its side of the Durand Line to stop ‘miscreants’ crossing into Pakistan’s tribal areas. Pakistan’s Foreign Minister, Khurshid Kasuri, also told journalists in Afghanistan that Pakistan was fed with Afghan accusation and wanted to fence the Durand Line. However, Afghanistan did not approve of fencing the Line33 as it would “merely divide families already split by the British-drawn frontier.”34 The “people needed to be brought closer rather than pulled apart, which is what the fence would do.”35

Afghan President said that he would use every method to stop mines being planted on the border because the laying of mines
was not going to get us anywhere. Afghan interior ministry spokesman Lutfullah Mashaal also told Afghan News Agency Pazhwak that the Durand Line was disputed and unless border was determined in accordance with international law the proposal of fencing and mining the Durand Line could not be accepted. However, he suggested for joint Pak-Afghan commission to monitor the Line. It was inferred that from Afghanistan’s refusal to fence and mine the Durand Line because it wanted to keep the issue of the legitimacy of the Durand Line open. It is obvious that if border was fenced, the Line would put a stamp on its legality. Some experts also opposed the idea of mining as it could produce opposite results. These experts cited the example of Bosnia, Cambodia and Peru in this regard where the local people dug out mines and then sold.

President Hamid Karzai visited Pakistan on 15 to 17, February 2006. Before his visit President Karzai was quoted as saying:

“I am going to Pakistan especially to talk with the President of Pakistan and the government there about the issue of terrorism, ...I will talk to them about these bombings going on in places like Kandahar, Paktia Province, Khost, and Mazar-e Sharif.”

“The prosperity that peace would bring to Afghanistan would benefit its neighbor...the poorer, the more troubled Afghanistan...”

As a goodwill gesture Pakistan freed 562 nationals arrested under the foreigners Act on the eve of the visit. Insiders claim that though the trip resulted in “the usual mutual ceremonial vows of friendship and cooperation” yet “most of the official meetings ended on either a bitter or stale note because of the contentious issues raised by both sides.”

Prime amongst these issues were Kabul’s allegation about the Taliban and Al-Qaeda presence in Pakistani territories and Pakistan shared intelligence with President Karzai on weapon smuggling into Balochistan. Pakistan also raised the issue at the tripartite Commission’s meeting on Kabul on 25 February 2006. And concerns about Indian consulates based in Afghanistan and their role in funding and arming the Balochistan Liberation Army (BLA) and the Balochistan Liberation Front (BLF) in Balochistan. During President Karzai’s visit, Islamabad is reported to have had provided proof to the Afghan President of the role of the Indian consulates in Jalalabad, Kandahar, Mazar-e-
Sharif and Herat in fueling violence in Pakistan especially Balochistan. Meanwhile, the main message by President Karzai was that Pakistan was not doing enough to address to Kabul’s concern regarding the alleged presence of terrorists in its territory. The Afghan delegation handed over a list of wanted Taliban officials including Mullah Omar, whom they claimed were in Pakistan. Upon his returning to Kabul expressed the hope that Pakistan would take action on the list given to it. The list given to Pakistani authorities was disclosed to the media, provoking a rebuke from the Pakistani President, General Musharraf, in his interviews with the US television networks ABC and CNN, that the information provided to Pakistan on Taliban leader’s presence on Pakistani soil was “a waste of time as most of it was outdated and that the CIA knew about this.” During his interview with the CNN he said,

“I am really surprised and shocked why they have disclosed this to the media...there is a very, very deliberate attempt to malign Pakistan’ by some agents, and President Karzai is totally oblivious of what is happening in his own country.”

It was taken by Musharraf as a shifting of blame to Pakistan.

“Who the hell is doing anything if Pakistan is not doing enough?... is [Afghan President Hamid Karzai] doing something?... The whole country side is rampant with Taliban today, the south of Afghanistan. The Afghan Government and allied forces had better act there.”

On 24 May 2005 Pakistani security forces arrested six Afghans, from the District Loralai (Baluchistan), for illegally crossing into Pakistan. Out of the six arrested, one was reportedly a member of the Afghan Provincial Assembly, and the other two were security personnel. They were suspected of supplying weapons to the Baloch insurgents in Pakistan. The Afghan President Karzai renewed his criticism that Mullah Omar was in Pakistan’s, intelligence gave military training to the people and sent them to Afghanistan with the logistics. Pakistan foreign office spokesperson rejected Karzai allegations as baseless. He said that gone were the day when road to Kabul run through Islamabad. Pakistan prime minister and Afghan President met in Baku in May 2006. The two leaders agreed to have regular and frequent consultations at various levels including the foreign ministers levels. Afghan Foreign Minister Rangeen Dadfar Spanta’s visited Pakistan in June 2006 and met his Pakistani counterpart Khurshid
Mahmud Kasuri. During Spanta’s visit several decisions on intelligence sharing and modalities for security cooperation were taken. Relations between the two states continued to suffer as both the states blame each other for cross-border infiltration.

**Conclusion**

Pak-Afghan relations since 9/11 continue to wax and wane. But the most important theme during all this time was the cross border infiltration by the Taliban. The Taliban cross border movements across the porous Durand Line became one of the most intricate issues between Pak-Afghan relations as the Taliban not only carried out attacks against the Afghan government, US, NATO and ISAF but those Taliban who fled in the wake of Pakistan’s military operations in the Tribal Areas and Swat District also carried out attacks on the Pakistani side of the Durand Line as they did in Bajaur and Mohmand Tribal Agencies, District Dir. and Chitral.

Despite the goodwill gestures on the part of Pakistan in the shape of aid to Afghanistan for its reconstruction and above all the deployment of more than eighty thousand regular troops along the Durand Line to check infiltration by the militants, Afghan authorities remained skeptical of Pakistani efforts and continued urge Pakistan ‘to do more’ against the terrorists. There is a deep trust deficit between the two countries. This deficit has its roots not only in the past but this also emanates from a threat the wrong policies pursued by Pakistan and Afghanistan since the creation of the former in 1947.
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